U $17 Million Appropriation Defeated by State Senators

By CAROL D. BUTCHINSON

By a narrow margin of two votes, the Pennsylvania legislature on Monday defeated a $17 million appropriation to help pay for the construction of a new dormitory at Pennsylvania State University.

The appropriation, which was part of the university's request for $32 million, would have been used to help pay for the Superblock, a dormitory complex that is under construction and is scheduled to be completed in 1981.

The University was particularly concerned about the money because it has been holding off on offering any new dormitory space until the construction of the Superblock is complete.

The vote was 31-28 in the state Senate, with Republicans voting 27-6 and Democrats voting 4-2.

The University had asked for the $17 million to help pay for the construction of the Superblock, which is expected to cost $65 million.

The money would have been used to help pay for the construction of the dormitory, which is scheduled to be completed in 1981.
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Parish Hall Hosts Versatile Duo

By BILL STAIN

Scents of the Ben Franklin's Rhythm and contemporary folk music can all be heard on campus this weekend. The annual musical event will be played by a versatile duo, Mary McCaslin and Jim Ringer, Sunday night in the Parish Hall of St. Mary's Church, located at 3916 Locust Walk. Standing room tickets will also be on sale at the door.

Mary McCaslin and Jim Ringer, Sunday night in the Parish Hall, features two Lennon-McCartney songs, "Things We Said Today," and "You Can Have Your Photo Taken." McCaslin has produced three albums, the titles of which reflect her love for the mesas, deserts and plains of the Far West. McCaslin was born in Los Angeles when she was not on his record: that the members include Minnie Gentry, wife, Sherrie Polen. Other cast members include Minnie Leisure and the Jolly Green Giant.

The Mask & Wig Club's fall production, see story on Page 3. The show opens in Houston Hall. The Mask & Wig includes a cast of about 40 and is directed by Marchyschyn. The club of that tradition-oriented show is "very loosely structured," Marchyschyn said. The theme of this year's fall production is "very loosely structured." The show opens in Houston Hall.

The theme of this year's fall production is "very loosely structured." The show opens in Houston Hall. The Mask & Wig includes a cast of about 40 and is directed by Marchyschyn. The club of that tradition-oriented show is "very loosely structured," Marchyschyn said. The theme of this year's fall production is "very loosely structured." The show opens in Houston Hall.
Children Of The Sixties

By Stephen Kures

In the inevitably forgotten days of youth protest, the prime conflict was between Orange County, my home town, often referred to as "the traditionalist," or "that nutty, unpatriotic"...}

The Weatherman leader Mark Rudd was a bit of a rebel, a hard-living, willfully rogue candle on the candelabrum of their rebellious torches and candles. I remember the day in 1969 when I was about 13 and waved a warm hand at the outside of my house. I could not understand why a hulking man in a black suit and white shirt was carrying a large bag over his shoulder and walking up the street.

I must object to P.H. Wiest's attempt to revive the debate over "Furphy's" (October 4). I believe that he is, someone who lives in a clean house, is in no position to criticize the organization.

The situation simply isn't appropriate for the normal community. The hope is that the student can see the issue in a professional perspective, and a sense of humor about where this is making.
**news in brief**

Compiled from United Press International

**FREED JIHACKED PASSENGERS RETURN TO GERMANY—Eighty-six men, women and children who were rescued by a daring German rescue mission returned to Frankfurt yesterday emotionally drained but thankful that they were still alive. It was the first German airborne rescue mission in 34 years outside its border.**

**HOUSE COMMITTEE VOTES MONEY FOR SATURDAY MAIL DELIVERY—The House Post Office and Civil Service Committee yesterday approved $80 million to keep Saturday mail going, to keep small town offices open, and tried to make the Postmaster General's Presidential appointment again.**

**Jaworski yesterday refused to reveal his witness list in the House investigation of the congressman's role in a fund-raising scandal and warned Congress yesterday that its actions on the multi-billion dollar energy bill will determine the success or failure of the Congressional year. Heeding this last week, Cuba has once again taken up the mantle of revolution in the United Kingdom:**

---

**There is still time to add—**

**an early morning FAS television class for credit!**

**“The World Around The Revolution”**

*(History 378TV)*

- A brand new FAS course starting now!
- Participation by 20 FAS faculty members.
- Self-paced: watch it every week at 6:15 a.m., or all at once in the Audio Visual Center.
- Weekly, or bi-weekly discussion sessions.
- Add this course now, Sections 1 (11866), Section 2 (11847).

For more information: CGS, 210 Logan Hall, Ext. 7326.

Add this course now!

---

**Attention: Health Students**

**U. Of P. Interdisciplinary Health Care Education Program**

**Announces**

**7 Intersession Courses**


A One-Week Curriculum

For Students Of:

- Nursing
- Medicine
- Social Work
- Allied Health
- Dentistry
- Law

Health Care Administration, Education

**The Following Courses:**

1. Getting Well Planned: A Study of Primary Health Care Systems
2. Management of Human Crises
3. Arthritis
4. Terminal illness
5. Alcoholism and Drug Dependence
6. Skills for the Health Care Team: Can We Co-Exist
7. The Adolescent: Meeting the Health Care Needs

**Also Offered For Spring Semester:**

1. Violence Against Women and Implications for the Health Care Provider (1st half of spring semester, evening)
2. Speech, Language and Hearing Disorders (1st half of spring semester, evening)
3. Multidisciplinary Approach to Child Abuse (full spring semester, evening)

**No Fee For Students In The Above Schools**

Applications Must Be Received By Nov. 15

Available In Schools Listed

Or Call 243-5528 Or 5522

For Further Information
Yokum-Pokum... $1.75
Get Your Yokum! Mushroomized! Pepperized! Pizzalized!
On Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

By MIKE ESSENHALT and BILL WRIGHT
A community group in the Cedar Park area met with the directors of the Diagnostic and Rehabilitation
Center (DRC) Thursday to discuss the DRC's temporary use of 4613 Chester Ave. for the rehabilitation of
alcoholics.

Cedar Park is the area surrounding the DRC facility.

DURING the meeting, Morgan Hunter, DRC director, and Dan
McDonnell, a DRC representative, told the residents how the DRC
program operates. The DRC representative said the new program
establishes a residential home for recovering alcoholics, that
participants are screened by the DRC based on physical conditions and
sincerity, and that no medical

The purpose of the program, they
say, is to help recovering alcoholic
readjust to civilian life. To avoid
expulsion from the program, participants are required to stay sober at all times.

There are 24 alcoholics residing in an alcohol rehabilitation facility with various Philadelphia center designs for different programs. These include
demobilization and alcohol
emergency care at 26 Arch St., long
and short range outpatient clinics,
and intermediate residence facilities.

Community Group Discusses Alcoholic Center

SCCHMIDTS vs. WOMEN'S LIB

Schmidt's is not
versus women's lib. And here's a verse to prove it:
Roses are red; Violets are blue,-

It's irrelevant to us:
Who pays for the brew.

Schmidt's The beer that might make
Philadelphia famous.

C. SCHMIDT & SONS, INC. PHILA. PA.
University Pushes Van-Pool Idea

By ERIC JACOBS

University Operational Services officials are all agog over a recently begun "van-pool" program, which aims to cut the number of employees who drive to work. The one van pool currently in operation is sponsored by the University, the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania (HUP), and the University of Pennsylvania Graduate Hospital (UPGH).
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The operation is in Lower Merion and covers the route from the HUP complex to the University campus. Officials are confident, however, that several companies in the city have successful van-pool programs. One firm now has eleven vans in operation.
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**Quaker Oats**

Quaker Oats is a company that produces cereal, including Quaker Oats. The text mentions a specific ad for Quaker Oats, which is not further specified in the image provided.

**Full Five Alternates Ticket Plan**

The text refers to a ticket plan offered by the University of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC) for their sports events. It mentions the specifics of the plan, such as the cost and flexibility of the tickets.

**Finke Knocks Hucksters’**

The text is about a conversation between Bob Finke, a coach, and a player, discussing the performance and efforts of the teammates. It mentions their performance on the field and their contributions to the team's success.

**A Postive News**

The text mentions the positive news about the improvement in the team's performance and their ability to attract more fans and supporters.

**Three Points Key to Green Gripper Success**

The text discusses the key points that contributed to the success of the team, possibly in a sport context. It mentions the strategies, tactics, or factors that were crucial for their success.

**UWMC Assistant Named Lax Coach**

The text announces that a new assistant coach has been appointed for the lacrosse team at the University of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC). It mentions the qualifications and experience of the new assistant coach.

**Big Five—Penn—Yale**

The text is about a game between Penn and Yale, focusing on the performance of the players and the strategies employed by the teams. It mentions the results of the game and the implications for the season.

**Zurn Rips Stickwomen**

The text is about the performance of Carmelita Zurn, a player who received praise for her efforts in the game. It mentions her statistics and the impact she had on the team's success.

**Penn Cracks Back at UMBC**

The text refers to a game between Penn and UMBC, with comments from the coach and players about their performance and strategies. It mentions the challenges faced and the adjustments made during the game.

**Three Days. A Big Goal. Not Much of a Difference in College Press**

The text discusses the importance of the college press in covering sports events and the challenges they face in providing comprehensive coverage. It mentions the different perspectives and approaches taken by various college press outlets.

**By BOB SCHAEFFER**

The text is about a game between Penn and Harvard, focusing on the performance of the players and the strategies employed by the teams. It mentions the results of the game and the implications for the season.

**Nobz Fieldman**

The text refers to Nobz Fieldman, a player who received praise for his performance in the game. It mentions his statistics and the impact he had on the team's success.

**Nobz Fieldman**

The text refers to Nobz Fieldman, a player who received praise for his performance in the game. It mentions his statistics and the impact he had on the team's success.

**Ursinus Rips Stickwomen**

The text is about the performance of Carmelita Zurn, a player who received praise for her efforts in the game. It mentions her statistics and the impact she had on the team's success.

**Zh regrets that the same way Harvard won in the course of the season, games and makes many good comments available to us.**

The text mentions that the details have not been fully arranged, and the students will have to wait for more information before attending the game. It also refers to the price of tickets and the availability of season packages.

**Three Days. A Big Goal. Not Much of a Difference in College Press**

The text discusses the importance of the college press in covering sports events and the challenges they face in providing comprehensive coverage. It mentions the different perspectives and approaches taken by various college press outlets.

**By BOB SCHAEFFER**

The text is about a game between Penn and Harvard, focusing on the performance of the players and the strategies employed by the teams. It mentions the results of the game and the implications for the season.